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Abstract
The thesis of this project was accomplished during spring of 2017 for HRI Teknik AB. The
aim of the project was to generate manufacturing data for a new design of a package tester
that is to be developed. The expectation in the future is that the old package tester will be
removed from the production and the new concept will take its place.
In the preparation of the thesis project, a consulting firm in the mechanical design business
HRI-teknik AB was contacted. At the first physical meeting the project was introduced by
HRI-teknik and information from the previous project was handed out. A meeting with the
client Ecolean AB was also organized, where extra information from the old project was
given together with presenting the old package tester at work.
The chosen model and the methods for the package tester project was taken and introduced in
the project from Ullman's book "The mechanical design process".
The customer requirements were developed and weighted in collaboration with the quality
manager at Ecolean AB and production manager at HRI Teknik AB. Engineering
specifications were developed from customer requirements to get quantitative measurements
of the customer requirements.
Data was presented in a form of mechanical drawings with dimensions and a CAD-model.
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1 Introduction
The master thesis has been carried out for HRI Teknik AB by two students at Halmstad
University. They have been supervised by Sebastian Fägerstrand at HRI Teknik, Markus Dahl
at Ecolean AB, and supervisor Pär-Johan Lööf and examinator Aron Chiba at Halmstad
University. This master thesis deals with the redesign of a package tester. The design has been
carried out with help of the product development process that is described in Ullman’s book
“The mechanical design process”.

1.1

Background

The client for this project, HRI Teknik, required a redesign of an existing product, which is
used by their customer Ecolean AB. The product that would be redesigned was package for
liquid tester, used to test packages of milk in different volumes. Reason of redesign the
package tester was that it did not work as it should. Fixture plate of the package tester got
stuck from time to time; it was hard to clean inside the package tester, if packages broke; and
it has complex forms and large dimensions.

Figure 1.1. Packages for liquid by Ecolean.
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1.1.1

Presentation of the client

Down below, the clients of the project are described.
HRI Teknik AB

Figure 1.2. HRI Teknik AB’s logo.

HRI Teknik AB was founded in 2005 by Andreas Holmqvist. The company has headquarter
located in Helsingborg, Sweden and has a turnover of about 13,1 million (SEK) /year. HRI
Teknik has a parent company called RedCon Helsingborg AB and has a partnership in Team
Rynkeby, which is a major fundraising project for the Children's Cancer Fund.
The company has an international clientele and offers adhesive applications, machine
production and consulting.
Ecolean AB

Figure 1.3. Ecolean AB’s logo.

Ecolean was founded in 1996, by Åke Rosen and is a privately owned global packaging
company with headquarters located in Helsingborg. It has operations in 30 countries, with the
largest markets placed in China, Russia and Pakistan. The sales of the company are
approximately 683 million (SEK)/ year.
Ecolean develops and manufactures packaging material, packaging and machines for the food
industry. Mainly, Ecolean packaging are used for liquid foods such as milk, yoghurt, juices
and other types of beverages.
Ecolean is a fast growing and globally expanding company that continuously develops its
products in order to meet new customer and consumers demands.
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Figure 1.4. Filling machine by Ecolean AB.

1.2

Aim of the study

The scope of the thesis is to generate manufacturing data for a new design of a machine that is
to be developed. Important queries to be answered are:
Which functions are important in the machine and which functions can be eliminated?
How machine is going to be used?
What type of the method is best to apply to accomplish the project?
Which functions can be changed in the machine for an optimal usage?
The study must result a suggestion of the new design that is realistic and accomplishable,
which can be later on presented by HRI Teknik AB to Ecolean AB. It is nice but not necessary
in the end of the project to have a completed manufacturing documentation.
1.2.1

Problem definition

The main purpose of the project is to make a new design of the package tester that gives a
better control of measuring results, which will be accomplished by a number of sub-goals.
The main result of this project will be data that can be used for manufacturing for a new test
package machine. Data will be presented in a form of mechanical drawings with dimensions
and a CAD-model.
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1.3

Limitations

The responsibility to provide an accurate test method, will be a responsibility of Ecolean AB,
if the machine goes to production. This project does not require achieving a physical model of
final result.

1.4

Individual responsibility and efforts during the project

Project process was divided into two parts, due to two students have worked together. The
parts consisted of material selection and documentation, calculations and CAD-design. Alex
Bazes was responsible for the material selection and documentation of the project, while
Andrew Baker of calculations and CAD- design.

1.5

Study environment

The work was performed in a group, where students executed the project to a great extent.
Which followed by regular meetings with supervisors both at HRI Teknik AB and Halmstad
University. And a study visit at Ecolean AB, to get more knowledge about the old package
tester and to see how it works in real life.

1.6

Package tester EPTU-3. D-8203166

Package tester EPTU-3. D-8203166 is used by company named Ecolean and is designed to
expose force on all Ecolean aseptic package types at volumes 200ml, 250ml, 500ml, 750ml
and 1000ml; to check that the cap seal is complete and that no leakage occurs. Package
dimensions are presented in Appendix A. The equipment is calibrated to a given pressure,
driving down a plate and squeeze packs. This package tester stands out in a production at a
dairy, where it is used daily by trained staff to ensure the quality of the product.
Down below Package tester EPTU-3. D-8203166 is shown.

Figure 1.6. Actual model of package tester
EPTU-3. D-8203166. (Source: image
documentation for EPTU3, HRI Teknik AB)

Figure 1.5. Cad model of package tester EPTU-3. D8203166. (Source: manual package tester EPTU3, HRI
Teknik AB)
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Figure 1.7 shows important parts of the package tester such as:
1.1 Nameplate
1.2 Service hatch
1.3 Fixture plate
1.4 Start Button
1.5 Inductive sensor
1.6 Pneumatic cylinder

Figure 1.7. Package tester's important parts. (Source: manual package tester EPTU3, HRI Teknik AB)

Stated below table 1.1 presents advantages and disadvantages of the existing package testing.
Table 1.1. Advantages and disadvantages of package tester EPTU-3. D-8 203 166

Advantages

Disadvantages

Handle to perform the testing of the
packages
Easy to use

Fixture plate gets stuck
Hard to clean
Large dimensions
Hard to move
Unattractive design
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2 Method
In this chapter, different processes are described and the methodology for the project is
presented.

2.1 Alternative methods
Here are presented processes that are able to apply to the project, but for one or another
reason could not be executed.
2.1.1

Quick build products

This process is used for electronic products, building and testing prototype models. Following
concept development in this process is a decomposition of the product into high-, medium and
low priority features. This is followed by cycles of design, build, integrate and test activities,
starting with the highest priority items. The process stores the fast prototyping cycles result to
learn how to modify the priorities for the next cycle. Customers may also be involved after
testing a couple of cycles. When budget or many runs out, high- and medium priorities are
incorporated into the developing product, while low priorities may be hold until the next
concept generation.
This type of the of the process could not be executed due to many prototypes has to be
developed and tested, which requires a large budget and a team of people that will produce
and test the prototypes (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012).
2.1.2

Complex systems

Complex systems include many interacting subsystems and components. The concept
development phase considers the planning of the entire system, and several architectures may
be considered as finishing concepts for the overall system. Teams are assigned to develop
each component. Additional teams are given the special challenge of integrating components
into the subsystems, and these into the overall system.
Detail design of the components is a process in which many development teams work at the
same time, separately. Fine-tuning and testing phase includes component and system
integration, following with extensive testing and validation at all levels (Ulrich & Eppinger,
2012).
This type of the process also could not be executed due to limited financial and personnel
resources.
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2.2 Chosen methodology for this project
Down below, methodology and the methods are defined and described.
2.2.1

Customized products

Customized products process was chosen for the package tester, because the process includes
a close cooperation with the customer, which is important in this type of project. It also does
not really require a high budget and a large development team.
Customized products process is different from standard configurations and are typically
established in response to a specific customer demand. Process mainly consists of setting
values of design variables such as physical dimensions and materials. After customer ordered
a new product, company performs a structured design and development process including a
defined sequence of stages with a structured flow of information. That type of process is
enlarged with complete descriptions of the specific information-processing events, essential
within each of the phases. It may consist of many of carefully defined activities and may be
vastly automated (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012).
2.2.2

Waterfall

The chosen model for the package tester project was a waterfall model described in Ullman's
book "The mechanical design process, 2010". The process in this methodology is divided in
different stages. In order for one stage to be initiated the previous one has to be finalized.
Advantages with this method are:




The customer can decide in each stage how it should be initiated, continued and
finalized, thereby it is easy to communicate and understand what customer wants
Delivered product is tested and quality assured
Waterfall model is relatively straightforward and easy to understand

Disadvantages with this methodology are the following:



Waterfall model cannot handle changes. A change in the project sometimes must go
through several steps to be implemented.
Is not suitable for complex systems

The waterfall model that was used is divide in five stages: project planning, product
definition, conceptual design, detail development and prototyping (Ullman, 2010). The model
is shown in figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. Waterfall model.

2.2.3 Project planning
For the project to succeed, work must be efficient and well organized, this requires planning
of the different stages in a product development process. To achieve this work, several tools
need to be applied, which helps to structure the work. Gantt-chart is one of the tools that is
used in project planning to create structure of the project and describe the different phases
(Ullman, 2010).
2.2.4 Product definition
The goal of the product definition phase is to understand a problem and generate a foundation,
which works as a reminder to the rest of the project. It is important to understand what the
customer wants, and how customer requirements can be applied to a new product. There are
couple of methods which can be used in this stage to identify customer requirements and
translate them to quantifiable measures. Quality function deployment is one of the methods
that is usually used in this stage (Ullman, 2010).
2.2.5 Conceptual design
In this stage concepts are generated and evaluated, with help from the results of the previous
stage of planning and product definition. When generating concepts the customer
requirements are used as a basis to develop functional model of the product. The product then
gets evaluated, through comparison to the requirements developed during a product definition
stage. In this project, Pugh’s matrix will be used for evaluation. The evaluation helps in
decision making on how the project will proceed further. For generating and evaluating
concepts, a method called brainstorming and morphological matrix can be applied (Ullman,
2010).
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2.2.6 Detail development
When concepts have been generated and evaluated, the wining concepts must be refined to
actual products. In this stage the final, material choices, geometry and manufacturing
processes is defined. This resulting in quality, manufacturing and assembly documentation
(Ullman, 2010).
2.2.7 Prototyping
A prototype is often defined as a physical model of a product, but solid models in CADsystems can in many cases replace the function of physical prototypes. There are four main
purposes to build a prototype, those are: proof of concept, proof of product, proof of process
and proof of production (Ullman, 2010).





Proof of concept focusing on the function, and is used to compare the product with the
customer requirements' or engineering specifications.
Proof of product is used to refine the assemblies and components of a product. Form,
manufacturing processes and materials are as important as function in this step.
Proof of process is used to check both the manufacturing process and the geometry.
Proof of production is used to ensure the function of the entire production process. The
prototype is the result of a preproduction run.

2.3 Preparations and data collection
In the preparation of the thesis project, a consulting firm in the mechanical design business
HRI-teknik AB was contacted. At the first physical meeting the project was introduced by
HRI-teknik and information from the previous project was handed out. A meeting with the
client Ecolean AB was also organized, where extra information from the old project was
given together with presenting the old package tester at work.
The project planning was performed with help of Gantt- schedule, which is presented in
Appendix B. The customer data collection for the QFD was made through the discussion of
different requirements and was generated partly in consultation with HRI-teknik AB, Ecolean
AB and Ecoleans Service organizations throughout the world. The defined requirements were
then weighted by the HRI-teknik and Ecolean AB. See Appendix C.
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3 Theory
In this chapter, relevant literature for the project has been obtained and summarized, which is
used for redesigning the product.

3.1 Summary of the literature study
Product development process and methods by Ullman and Olsson were executed for the
project. A number of different data sheets of manufactures of different components and
available documentation of the old package tester has been used in the project. Machine
directive was also taken into consideration in this work, to create the machine that is safe and
fool-proof.

3.2 Chosen topic
To redesign the package tester a product development process was mostly used in the project.
Both HRI Teknik AB and Ecolean Ab provided with all needed information for the package
tester and its functions. In this case, there are no competitors, because there are no machines
that are similar to EPTU-3. There are more advanced machines that have more functions and
those cannot be compared.

3.3 Computer aided design (CAD)
CAD is a powerful tool in product development and design. Software allows the user to
sketch in 2D or 3D environment. Every detail of the product can be modelled separately, and
can then be complied into larger models in a finished product. The CAD files can then be
converted into STH files for use in the production of models and prototypes by prototyping
machines or computerized cutters.
Cad-systems are also functioning in:
Simulating the operation of the product, also because of the parametric nature of CAD
systems, small changes in dimensions and forms can be tested easily, if the potential of the
software is fully utilized.
Check the completeness of the design, when you are getting more concrete data like models
and drawings it´s easier to estimate what is left to design.
Functioning as an extension of the design engineers short term memory. The drawings support
the engineer in solving problems and storing information.
Functioning as a synthesis and prototyping tool in connecting ideas through solid models and
drawings, and thereby help in forming new concepts.
Serve as an archiving tool in documenting the geometric form of the design (Ullman, 2010).
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3.4 Sensors
3.4.1 BNS 260 Magnetic Safety Switch
BNS 260 magnetic safety switch is a coded-magnet sensor that is designed for use as a safety
interlock switch on articulating robot arms and movable machines. Every sensor set has a
multiple reed switch unit and a coded-magnet actuator. The reed witches are wired in series
and will close only when a matched magnetic field array occurs. Both magnet assemblies and
switches are covered in IP67 standards.
The reed switch assemble is usually installed on a stationary part of a protection structure,
with the coded-magnet assembly installed to the movable part of the machine protection.
When the protection is closed, and the corresponding magnetic field lined up with the reed
witch unit, the switches will close. When the protection is open, or the mandatory magneticfield array is not properly lined up with the reed switch assembly, the sensor output will
persist “off” (RS components, 2016).
The package tester uses magnetic safety switch in the sliding and back door, to be sure that
the opening is completely shut and that the test cycle can be started. Figure 3.1 presents a
BNS 260 magnetic switch that is used in package tester.

Figure 3.1. RS components, LH magnetic switch.

3.4.2 Positioning sensor
Hall sensors
Hall sensors are a type of magnetic sensor, which works through the so-called Hall effect.
Hall effect is described as a conductive material that is connected in a circuit with an applied
electrical current to the conductive material. A voltmeter is connected with probes to opposite
sides of the conductive material, such as the potential difference between these two points in
the electric circuit becomes zero (voltage). If a magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the
circuit, a change in voltage can be measured by the voltmeter. This principle can be used to
build proximity sensors, position sensors and much more (Ramsden, 2011).
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SM6 Distance Sensor
This sensor builds on the Hall effect, and is a technique that makes it possible to read at
resolutions up to 1/10 of a millimetre. A button on the sensor makes it easy to set in the zero
point of the cylinder’s position. The distance sensor works through a magnet built in the
cylinder. The sensors come in different measurements ranges that can be chosen to the
application (Aventics, 2016). See figure 3.2

Figure 3.2. SM6 distance sensor.

3.5 Pneumatic cylinders
3.5.1 Single action cylinders
A cylinder is single acting, when the piston is driven by compressed air in only one direction,
and in the other direction by a built-in spring. The single-acting cylinder is only intended to
carry out work in one direction. There are variants in which return spring is designed for the
reverse function i.e. the spring exercises direct labour and the compressed air is used to ease
the pressure which the spring exerts.
Single-acting cylinders with spring return normally have a short stroke, because the spring
requires an increased length of the cylinder. The built-in spring can be replaced by an external
force for returning the cylinder, for example a counterweight (Evensen & Ruud, 1990). See
figure 3.3

Figure 3.3. Schematic showing of single acting cylinder.
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3.5.2 Double action cylinder
A cylinder is double acting when the piston is driven by compressed air in both directions. A
double acting cylinder can thus perform work in both directions. The main parts of a double
acting cylinder are the cylinder, piston, piston rod and front and rear chamber. On the piston
and the piston rod guide there are seals. The seals prevent air to pass between the piston and
the cylinder and between the piston rod and piston rod guide. Good seals are a prerequisite in
order for the cylinder to be able to work without leakage and with minimum energy
consumption. A scraper keeps the piston rod clean. When compressed air fills the plus
chamber the cylinder rod moves in the cylinders plus direction, when compressed air fills the
minus chamber the cylinder rod moves cylinders minus direction (Evensen & Ruud, 1990).
See figure 3.4

Figure 3.4. Schematic showing of double acting cylinder.

3.5.3 Cushioning
The compressed air can flow through the lines with very great speed. An air cylinder can
reach piston speeds of several meters per second. If the piston strikes the end of the cylinder
at a high speed, both the cylinder and connected machine parts take damage. Therefore, most
cylinders are provided with cushioning, which lower piston speed before impact against the
end. The cushioning may in the simplest case be a fixed cushioning. It consists of a ring made
of cushioning materials incorporated into the headboard. The method can be used at
applications with low speeds and masses. At high speeds and large masses pneumatic
cushioning is used. The pneumatic cushioning are working, by having a two cushioning
chambers at the end of the cylinder, those chambers tramps in more air and thereby the
reactive force increases as the piston approaches the end position in the cylinder. The air from
the cushioning chamber flows out through valve and is regulated with screw, thereby ensuring
a smooth braking, see figure 3.5 (Evensen & Ruud, 1990).
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Figure 3.5. Schematic showing a technique for cushioning.

3.5.4 Compact cylinder ISO 21287, Series CCI
Compact cylinder ISO 21287 is a pneumatic component for transferring tensile or
compressive forces, and moving masses. It is a double-acting cylinder with working pressure
from 1 to 10 bars. The cylinder is supplied with a magnetic piston and an elastic cushioning
(Aventics, 2017). Example of a such cylinder is presented in figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6. Compact cylinder ISO 21287, Series CCI.

3.6 E/P pressure regulator, Series ED05
E/P pressure regulator is a pneumatic tool with integrated electronics that is intended to
regulate pneumatic pressures.
The ED05 pressure regulator translates an electrical set point into pressure. By translating an
electrical set point into pressure, a pressure sensor that is build in in the ED05 pressure
regulator, records the outflow. The integrated control electronic regulate the outflow.
Regulating the outflow, it remains constant if there are disturbance variables such as supply
pressure fluctuations or flow changes. Having the ED05 pressure regulator it can:



Remotely adjust pressures
Electrically change pressures
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ED05 pressure regulator can also be used as an actuator to control clamping forces, control
brake forces, turbine speeds, or flow rates (Aventics, 2016). ED05 E/P pressure regulator is
shown in figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7. E/P pressure regulator, Series ED05.

3.7 Valves
3.7.1 Check-choke valve, Series CC04
Check-choke valve is a combination of the check and choke valve. It reduces the flow in one
direction but allows the medium to flow freely in the other. It is often used to regulate the
speed of the cylinder movement. With a check/choke valve on both end of a cylinder, the rate
of both inward and outward movement can be adjusted individually.
Check-choke valve, Series CC04 has two direction of throttle and has a working pressure
from 0.5 up to 10 bars (Aventics, 2016). Check-choke valve is presented in figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8. Check-choke valve, Series CC04.
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3.7.2 Directional valves
In the group of directional valves there exists a wide range of valves with different functions
and sizes. In general, they are categorized by their function and by which way they are
controlled (Evensen & Ruud, 1990).
Two –Port valves
This type of valve has two ports, one inlet and one outlet. This allow only the flow to take
only one path. The functions of this kind of valve is close an air path and there they are used
as closing valves (Evensen & Ruud, 1990).
Three–Port Valves
This kind of valve has three ports, one inlet one outlet and one drainage, this allow the flow to
take to paths. The function of this kind of valve is to control single acting cylinders, and for
signal giving applications (Evensen & Ruud, 1990).
Five-Port valves
This kind of valve has five ports, i.e. two inlets, two outlets and to drainages, this allows the
flow to take four paths. The 5-port valve can alternate between fill and empty two chambers.
The 5-port valve is used two control double acting valves.
Most 5-port valves are also spool valves, this means that they linear in their design and the
house and the piston of the valve is cylindrical. The 5-port directional valves can either be
single or double solenoid. The double solenoid valve remains in its set position when the
control signal disappears, the single solenoid gets set back to normal position by a spring
when the control signal disappears. The valves are either controlled manually, pneumatically
or electrically. If they are electrically controlled they can either be directly controlled or precontrolled through an electrically controlled 3/2 valve. For most applications, the 5-port valve
can be in two positions, such a valve is called a 5/2-valve. In some cases, there it is practical
to have a 5-port valve that can be in three instead of two positions, such a valve is called a 5/3
valve (Evensen & Ruud, 1990).

3.7.3 Air treatment units
Air from the atmosphere that is taken into a compressor is polluted in several ways; thereby a
unit for treatment before the air is entering pneumatic systems is needed. The various ways
the air can be polluted is with vapours, gases different molecules such as e.g. dust of different
kinds. Pollution of the outside air depends on the environment. The pollutants must be
removed before they enter a pneumatics system, so it does not interfere and damage the
system. The fact that air is compressible makes and even bigger problem as pollutants are
concentrating as the pressure increases in the system. (Tubes international, 2017)
To prepare the air for pneumatics, different devices are used, often at least three devices are
used in an air treatment unit, which are referred as FRL. Those are: a filter to remove
impurities (F-filter); a regulator to regulate the pressure (R-regulator), and a lubricator for
lubricating the air (L-lubricator) (Tubes International, 2017). It is worth to mention that most
modern pneumatic components are constructed to be self-lubricating (Evensen & Ruud,
1990). Though, if lubrications are used once, it must always be used for the system. Often,
16

two other devices are added to FRL unit. The a shut-off and start-up valve, located in front of
FRL; a soft-start valve unit, located after FRL (Tubes international, 2017). See figure 3.9

Figure 3.9. Air treatment unit.

3.8 PLC
PLC (Programable Logic Controller) is a sort of computer that is primarily used in
automation, for example, to control an assembly line or as in this case a pressing plate. PLC is
often linked to some form of the operator interface. It can be buttons, an operator panel, the
HMI software or a SCADA system. The most common language that is used to program PLC
has been standardized in IEC 61131-3 (Parr, 1999 & Bolton, 2009).
PLC parts are:





Processor – compares inputs with PLC program and sets the output status
Memory – often non-volatile or battery-fed
Inputs – receives electrical signals from the outside, for example, from a switch or a
limit switch
Outputs – transmitting electrical signals, for example to draw a contactor or switch on
a light (Harms & Kinner, 1989).

During the program circuit, firstly, program inputs are read. Afterwards the status of the inputs
is compared with a written program. After the comparison, the outputs status sets, so it
complies with the program. A PLC also has space to store information, such as bits of words
and even those are included in the comparison (Harms, 1999).
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3.9 Material selection
Selection of materials is an extremely important part of the project for a successful design.
Using right materials in a construction may lead to an elegant product design. There are many
factors to be taken into account, when applying a material choice method. Designer has to
think about things such as: material cost, production method of the material, and materials
characteristics. The knowledge of such, can create a feeling and more value in the product.
Designer should be able to answer questions such as: whether the surface should be smooth or
rough? Should it be unshaded or it will be painted? Is it possible to manufacture the forms of
the product with chosen type of material and is it possible to make it in designated time and
within a budget (Österlin, 2010)?
There are tools that can be used to be able to compare materials and choose the one that fits
best with generated product. The tool that is usually used in this context is an CES Edu Pack.
The CES platform consists of a database with an appropriate user interface and is stored with
process attributes. The database contains records, each describing the attributes of single
process. Selection charts can be created and selection boxes manipulated with great freedom
(Granta material intelligence).
3.9.1 Aluminium
Aluminium is a soft, lightweight metal, which works as a very good conductor of both heat
and electricity. Pure aluminium has a yield strength of 7-11 MPa, while alloys have strength
of 200-600 MPa. The density of aluminium is 2700 kg/m3 and modulus of elasticity is 70
GPa. It is ductile and can be processed by machining, casting and extrusion (Callister, 2007).
Aluminium has a relativily good corrosion resistance in neutral or slightly acidic
environments, depending on the alloy. Aluminium builds an approximately 10 nm thick
passive oxide film that protects the material in environments with a pH between 4 and 9.
Outside this range, corrosion of aluminium is quick. If the alloy contains copper or iron, the
corrosion resistance reduces. Manganese and magnesium in the other hand increases
corrosion resistance (Ullman, 2003).
Aluminium profile system
Aluminium profile system is an innovative system that grows each year with 100’s of
additional new parts to the system. It contains 100’s of standard profiles as well as 1000’s of
associated components.
Typical products where aluminium profiles can be used are machine protection, fixtures,
machine base, sliding doors, special constructions, etc. Figure 3.10 presents typical
aluminium profiles that are used in package tester from the company Aluflex (Aluflex, 2016).
In the project, aluminium profiles are used to build up the main box (machine base) of the
new package tester.
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Figure 3.10. Aluflex, aluminium profiles.

3.10 Idea generating methods
Down below the generating methods for this project are presented.
3.10.1 Brainstorming
Brainstorming is a method, which is used to generate ideas and product concepts. The basic
idea of brainstorming is to generate as many ideas as possible, which later on can be
combined and supplemented to a better solution. It is beneficial to think wide, as sometimes
strangest and unthinkable ideas resulting useful ideas. Therefore, it is important not to judge
an idea prematurely by evaluating the idea during a brainstorming session, but instead focus
on finding different ideas. It is also important to encourage humour during the session; as
even wild, funny ideas can spark useful concepts. To succeed, it is important that all
participants are heard and that no criticism occurs (Ullman, 2010 & Österlin, 2010).
3.10.2 Morphological method
Morphological method is a technique that aims to bring order to complex contexts, where
many factors interact in a complex way. That type of method can be both used formally, in
projects, or informally as a part of everyday thinking. Technique is divided in three steps. The
first step lists decomposed functions that has to be accomplished. In the second step concepts
has to be found, which can provide each function identified in the decomposition. Third step
combines these individual concepts into overall concepts that meet all the functions
requirements. This technique usually results a morphological tree or morphological matrix
that can be seen in figure 3.11. Matrix helps to visualize decomposition and yield a large
number of new possibilities (Ullman, 2010).
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Main function

Sub-sub function
Under function

Sub function
Sub-sub function
Sub-sub function
Sub function
Sub-sub function

Under function
Sub-sub function
Sub function
Sub-sub function

Figure 3.11. Morphological tree or morphological matrix.

3.11 FEM-analysis
The finite element method is a collection of several numerical methods for solving partial
differential equations. The method has historically been developed to solve complex strength
of material problems, which is too complex for analytical solution e.g. complex surfaces and
different structures in the automotive and aerospace industry, but it has been developed to be
used in a broader array of areas, e.g. heat transfer problems (Zienkiewicz, Taylor & Zhu,
2013). The method is principally based on that a structure is divided into small, but not
infinitesimal small elements. The elements should be of such simplicity that it is possible to
calculate the relationship between forces, which act on the nodes and the corners of the
structure and how they deform. From these deformations, stresses can then be calculated
using Hooke’s law. With the help from a large computer power, the stress results for the
individual elements (see figure 12) can then be added together, in order to give stresses and
deformations for the entire structure that should be calculated (Reddy, 2005).

Figure 3.12. Element principle for FEM model.

3.12 Design for manufacture (DFM)
Design for manufacture is a term and practice that deals with specifying the best
manufacturing process for a component in a design, and ensuring that the design of the
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component supports the manufacturing process/processes that is chosen (Ullman 2010).
Sometimes a simpler part at the components level can make the system it is a part of harder to
assembly, and in some the other way around, I.e. the entire system must be considered even at
the component level of a product/machine (Evans, Lindsay 2014).

3.13 Design for assembly (DFA)
As design for manufacturing is concerned with the making of components, the DFA is
concerned with how these components can be put together. As most products is comprised of
more than one component, and assembling those products takes time, and this entails cost to
the product, there is a strong cause for making products that are easy to assemble, or the DFA
best practice there are 13 different points to take into consideration, those are: (Ullman, 2010).














Make minimum use of separate fasteners.
Do not require the base to be repositioned during the assembly.
Overall component count should be minimized.
Design the product with a base component for locating other components.
Avoid components characteristics that complicate retrieval
Make the assembly sequence efficient.
Design all components for end-to-end symmetry
Design components for a specific type of retrieval, handling and mating.
Design all components for symmetry about their axes of insertion
Design components that are not symmetric about their axes of insertion to be clearly
asymmetric.
Make use of chamfers, leads and compliance to facilitate insertion and alignment
Maximize components accessibility
Design components to mate though straight-line assembly, all from the same direction.

3.14 Design for reliability (DFR)
Reliability is the ability for a component or system of components to function with specified
conditions under a specified time, and the design for reliability is a design best practice who
deals with such questions. When a system does not function as specified under the specified
time period the system have failures. One way to analyse failures is through a technique
called Failure Modes Effects Analysis (Ullman 2010).

3.15 The machinery directive
The Machinery Directive specifies the essential health and safety requirements that is
applicable to all machinery placed on the EU market. Based on the requirements of the
directive, CE marking of machinery shall be made on the machines placed on the European
market. This shows that the machine can be freely sold on the European market since it
complies with the machinery directive and any other requirements.
One way to meet the machinery directive requirements is the use of harmonized standards.
Harmonized standard for the machinery directive mean that it is designed on the basis of the
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directive requirements. By following a harmonized standard, it is therefore assumed that the
directive's requirements are met. The standards harmonized to the machinery directive are
listed in the EU Official Journal (Swedish standards institute, 2008).

3.16 Measurement reliability
The accuracy of the measurement in one variable is defined by how close the measured value
is to the true value. This is measured as a difference between the true value and the measured
value, and is called measurement error. As an example, the accuracy of pressure gauge is the
proximity of the recorded value to the true value. The true value of one variable is defined as
the measured value that can be achieved by the standard of ultimate accuracy. Though the
manufacture of the pressure gauge will in many cases not have access to the ultimate standard
to measure the accuracy of its products. In many countries manufactures are supported by a
national authority who sets ultimate standards. The ultimate standards are often supported by
transfer standards which are upheld by local centers, that are accredited by the national
authority. The transfer standards are calibrated to the national standards and in turn
manufactures can calibrate its laboratory standards to the transfer standards. At the company
the single elements standards can be calibrated to the laboratory standards. In reality, the
accuracy must be measured for an entire series of elements and not for individual elements. A
measuring error for an entire series of elements is often represented by a normal distribution
relation (Bentley, 2005).

Figure 3.13.Standards traceability ladder.
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4 Results
In this chapter, the results of the work will be presented, with help of the information from the
previous chapters.

4.1 Criteria
The criteria for a new design of testing machine can be seen below. The criteria consist of
customer requirements and engineering specifications. The customer requirements were
developed and weighted in collaboration with the quality manager at Ecolean AB and
production manager at HRI Teknik AB. The weighting was executed with a 100 points
method, where each of the client had to distribute their 100 points as they considered most
suitable over the developed requirements.
Engineering specifications were developed from customer requirements to get quantitative
measurements of the customer requirements. QFD matrix was deployed to evaluate the
importance of the features for a new design. QFD is presented in Appendix C.
Both development process and methods of the entire work was taken from Ullman “The
mechanical design process”.
Table 4.1. Customer requirements for new testing machine.

Customer requirements
Requirement
Light weight
Low cost
Transportable
Easy to assemble
Easy to clean
User friendly
Reliable
Stable
Compact
Reduce number of plates
Environmental friendly
Able to resist chemical impact from tested liquid

Importance
4
9
4.5
9
7.5
14
20.5
5
4
6.5
4
12
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Table 4.2. Engineering specification for new testing machine.

Specifications
Importance
Requirement
User friendly

Light weight
Low cost
Easy to clean

Easy to assemble

Reliable
Transportable

Compact
Stable
Environmental friendly

Able to resist chemical
impact from tested
liquid

Engineering specifications

Buttons to push to start
Prepare to start
Time to check the result
Mass of the entire machine

Minimize machine cost
Time to clean
Reduce number of parts

Value

<1
1
1.5
50
10000
5
<41

Unit
quantity

min
min
Kg
SEK
min
quantity

Reduce number of testing
plates
<11
quantity
Test accuracy
100
%
Minimize friction
0.25
μ
Dimensions
<800x570x400
mm
Centre of gravity

<50

Recycling
Energy

90
1380

Corrosion

0

%
%

W

%

The most important features for the project are presented below.







Time to check the results
Minimize machine cost
Reduce number of parts
Reduce number of testing plates
Test accuracy
Dimensions

4.2 Generation
To generate new ideas, a functional tree of the old design (EPTU-3) was created to get greater
understanding of the functions and how exactly testing machine works. Through a
brainstorming session, new possible ways were worked out to get new workable solutions for
the sub-functions. After this a morphological matrix was generated with all workable
solutions from brainstorming i.e. the solutions were combined and then weighted.
Morphological matrix, brainstorming solutions and generated concepts are presented in
Appendix D and E.
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Figure 4.1. Generated features for the new concept.

4.3 Evaluation
In the evaluation phase the final concepts were executed with a help of Pugh’s decision
matrix. Pugh’s decision matrix is shown in Appendix F. Functions from morphological matrix
were included to choose the final concepts, where some of the functions were combined to
one function. Group discussions were introduced to discuss and evaluate both features in the
new concept and concept itself. Selection of different components in the testing machine are
presented down below.
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4.3.1 Selection of drive mechanism
A research was made for different drive mechanisms such as electro-pneumatic, electromechanic and electro-hydraulic. The research was executed threw telephone calls and
physical meetings with vendors such as Festo and Aventics. Result showed that the drive
mechanism that is most suitable and is in project specific price-range is an electro-pneumatic
drive. Both electro-hydraulic and electro-mechanic drives are up to ten times more expensive
and are usually used in bigger machines. Also, elector-hydraulic drive mechanisms are greasy
because oil is used as a pressure medium, which may require more cleaning of the machine.
4.3.2 Selection of pneumatic components
Regulator and pressure measurement
The old testing machine only used a manometer to theoretically measure the pressing force
through the pressure. The scale of the manometer and the lack of control over the pressure,
make the system unreliable in term of accuracy. If an internal leakage of the cylinder occurs,
the manometer does not show the failure and the test packages will be tested with less
pressure then needed. To get greater control of the incoming and outcoming pressure, an E/P
pressure regulator can be used instead of the manometer. It can both measure and set the
pressure electrically, and get exact numerical value on the pressure for every time period.
Cylinder
Some of the concepts were designed to have two compact cylinders instead of just one to get a
greater control of the pressing plate. The idea was to get the pressing plate tilt in the vertical
direction of the machine, to make it possible to press packages with same amount of pressure,
even if there is variation in the packages height. One cylinder was chosen, because the
concepts with two cylinders were more expensive and could not be regulated for the intended
function in a cost-effective way.
Double-acting cylinder was chosen for the testing machine, because the speed and movement
of a double-acting cylinder in both ascent and descent is easier to regulate.
4.3.3 Selection of control system
Some of the pneumatic valves in the package tester are controllable either by air logic or
(electrical) PLC. In this case, the PLC system was chosen, because it was the customers wish,
after discussions with two different alternatives. It was also estimated that the cost of the air
logic systems, with a number of control valves, would be more expensive than a PLC system.
HRI Teknik also stated that air logic in this kind of application would be an outdated
technology.
4.3.4 Selection of valves
It was chosen to keep the same kind of check-choke valve as in the old package tester,
because the cylinder has the same performance as before, which means that previously used
valves can be utilized.
A single solenoid 5/2 valve was chosen as a directional valve for the pneumatic system,
because of safety reason. The valve will make the pressing plate to retract, when not effected
by electrical signal from the PLC system.
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Supplier of the valves was changed from Festo to Aventics AB, because of the price
difference. In the future, it is possible that some of the valves will be chosen to smaller
dimensions, however in this design it was chosen to have over dimensioned valves, of safety
factor reasons.
4.3.5 Selection of sensors
New design has two openings compare to the old one, which means that two magnetic sensors
are needed. Magnetic sensors are the same as in the old design and are needed for safety
reasons. Sensors will stop the package tester from working, if the sensor cycle is broken. They
are used to meet the requirements of the machine directive, so that the operators will not get
hurt.
A positioning sensor was introduced, to be able to retract the pressing plate, if any movement
was made during the press procedure. This will prevent the pressing plate hitting the test
plate, if the packages break, which in turn will avoid wear out. Another function of this
arrangement is to prevent applying more pressure on the rest of the packages, if one of them
breaks. SM6 sensor that was chosen, builds on the Hall effect and is low in price and easy to
integrate to the system

4.4 Calculations
Calculations of the dimensioning of the cylinder and airflow that are needed is calculated
down below.
4.4.1 Dimensioning of the cylinder
To calculate the nominal force of the cylinder, two stroke areas has to be calculated, where
one gives the extracting force and the other one gives the retracting force:
A1(extracting force) =
A2(retracting force) =

(

)

(

(1)
)

(2)

Where D is cylinder diameter and d is piston rod diameter. D = 100mm and d= 25mm. This
gives extracting and retracting area to 0.007854
, respective 0.007363
. To get the
nominal extracting and retracting force the equation (3) and (4) are used:
F(extracting force) = P*A1

(3)

F(retracting force) = P*A2

(4)

Where P is working pressure, and is calculated to 6 ∗ 10 N/ . This gives extracting force
to 4712.4 N and retracting force to 4417.8 N. If the maximum working pressure is achieved
(10 N/ ), extracting force is 7854 N and retracting force is 7363 N.
4.4.2 Airflow per cycle
To calculate the airflow per cycle that is needed for the system, the equation below is used:
V=A*s

(5)
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Where V is a stroke volym, A = 78.54
is a stroke area and s = 6 cm is stroke. After
calculating the stroke volym to 471.24
. Air consumption per cycle is calculated to 6.6 Nl,
which stands for neutral liters. The equation for airflow per cycle is:
Qv =

(6)

Where t = 15 seconds and is a cycle time. Airflow per cycle is calculated to 0.44 Nl/s.

4.5 Material selection
For material selection, a CES Edupack software was used, to evaluate what type of metal is
applicable to the new design and is lower in price and have same or better properties than
aluminium. CES Edupack found more suitable metals in theory, which was stainless steel of a
special type that was lower in price and had greater properties than aluminium, another metal
was a galvanized steel. But because of processing of those metals into the desired shape and
the assembly of those parts is estimated to be more expensive, for this project it was chosen to
stick with the same material and supplier of profiles. New material section was decided to put
on hold and left for future work. Material evaluation graphs are shown in Appendix G.

4.6 DFR
Design for reliability was considered in this project through FMEA that stands for failure
modes and effects analysis. The method was proceeded to evaluate possible errors of the
testing machine and what have to be done to fix them. The FMEA matrix is shown in
Appendix H.

4.7 DFM
DFM stands for Design for manufacture, and is used to evaluate the easiest and cheapest
manufacturing process for the parts of the machine. In this project, the recessions of the old
plates had to be milled out. This type manufacture process is quite expensive and can take a
long time. The new designed plates have holes instead of recessions and will be processed
with a water jet cutting, which is much simpler and cheaper process.

4.8 DFA
Design for assembly was also taken in the consideration in this project and was one of the
main requirements in QFD matrix. By keeping aluminium profiles it is easier to assemble the
parts, because the profiles solution permits high grade of variation for the fastening elements
to be attached.

4.9 FEM
FEM analysis were used to simulate deformations and displacement of the carrying structure.
A topological software Inspire was also used to get a simple model of how the main
protection box structure should be designed, as efficient as possible, with respect to
displacement and stresses. As a comparison, the old carrying structure was also analysed. See
appendix I.
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4.10 Final concept

Figure 4.2. The final concept.

Figure 4.3. Section view of the package tester.
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After the evaluation of the concepts, a final concept was determined. Figure 4.2 and 4.3
presents the final concept of the new package tester. Package tester has a quadratic form
compare to the previous concept, which makes it more compact. It is equipped with wheels to
make testing machine more transportable. Testing and pressing plates have also a quadratic
form, that makes force distribute to the packages equally. Instead of eleven testing plates, new
design has only one main testing plate with 11 thin plates that are inserted depending on what
type of packages are going to get tested. Main testing plate has a splash protection attached, to
stop liquid spreading around in the entire machine, if packages break. Underneath, the main
testing plate has a drain hole, to empty the liquid from the broken packages if needed. The
door, in the back of the machine is set up, to have access to the all parts that are placed inside.
Inserting plates will not be attached in the vertical direction, but only in horizontal direction,
with holes in inserting plates and pins in testing plate. That type of fastening will be faster and
smoother to attach and detach if different types of packages will be tested.
The cylinder ISO 21287, Series CCI, in the new design is equivalent to the old cylinder in
performance. ISO 21287, Series CCI cylinder is manufactured by Aventics AB and was
selected instead of Festo AB’s cylinder, because of lower price and ability to have extra
functions incorporated to the cylinder. One of those functions is a positioning sensor that is
used in the final concept. The sensor stops the cylinder applying pressing force, if there is a
movement when pressing and prevents testing and pressing plates colliding with each other.
To regulate the pressing force E/P pressure regulator ED05 has been used instead of manual
manometer and regulator, which increases pressing accuracy at testing. Directional and
volume controlling valves that regulate the direction and volume of air are equivalent to the
old valves in the old package tester and, as the cylinder are purchased at Aventics AB.
By using the machine directive as a guideline, few precautions have been done. Openings of
the machine are equipped with a magnetic sensor switch that stops the machine if the circuit
get interrupted. If the machine performs the testing procedure, it will stop directly, so that the
operator does not get his body parts crushed. Front sliding door was changed to the manual
opening, because the sliding plate slides outside of the protecting box area and can injure by
hitting or squeezing the body parts of the operator. Another safety measure was to choose
single solenoid 5/2 valve, this to prevent downwards movement of the cylinder when there is
no electrical signal.
More images are presented in Appendix J.
4.10.1 Special made components
Special made components that are needed in the package tester are: the main testing plate with
splash protection plates, 11 inserting plates, pressing plate and bottom plate. All the plates will
be cut with water jet and needed holes will be drilled. Splash protection will be screwed to the
main plate with PL400 and sealed with a food approved silicone type GS202.
4.10.2 BOM
A bill of material is presented in Appendix K, with all the ingoing components of the final
concept of the package tester.
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5 Discussion
In this chapter, a simple version of the results is given and future work is discussed.

5.1 Discussion
Since the package tester was developed as a CAD-model, it still requires a physical model, to
test the new features and see if those work in practise, as in theory. If the machine gets
approved by HRI Teknik AB and Ecolean AB, the package tester will be manufactured. It is
planned that in time the machine can be upgraded in terms of measuring reliability.
Result for the project can be seen in figure 4.2 and 4.3.


All of the requirements have been considered, but not all of them have been improved.



The number of parts will be slightly increased, due to new features were introduced in
the new concept.



The test accuracy will be improved, because of the electrically controlled regulator
that will give more exact pressure and it will be easier to control if something happens
to the pressure during testing. The new form of the testing plate will distribute the
pressure on the packages more equally that will also raise the test accuracy.



Dimensions will not be reduced, because the quadratic form of the package tester had
to be expended in order to fit the testing plate with EAA 1000 packages.



Number of testing plates will not be reduced, because the new design requires 12
testing plates. But 11 of 12 testing plates will be thinner than the previous ones, that
will reduce the usage of material. It will also be easier to manufacture and switch new
testing plates.



The material usage will contribute to a lower cost, but to get a greater test accuracy
will result a higher cost, which in total will make the machine cost stay the same, or
slightly higher.



Time to check the result will be slightly improved, if a package breaks in less time
than a normal test cycle, the test cycle will be stop and the cylinder will retract. This
feature is possible, because of the positioning sensor.



Splash protection of the plates will reduce the time of cleaning the machine, because
they will prevent most of the liquid to get to the other parts of the machine. The back
door will make it available for the operator to both clean the rest of the liquid and the
machine will be easier to service. The drainage hole, in the bottom of the main testing
plate will help to fast empty most of the liquid that stayed in the testing plate.



To make the machine more transportable, 4 wheels for each corner will be installed.
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5.1.1 Recommendation to future activities
After manufacturing the prototype and ensuring that the features work, eventual
improvements or functions can be added to the machine.
If wanted, it will be possible to increase the measuring accuracy of the machine with a force
sensor that can be applied between a cylinder rod and the pressing plate. A force sensor will
give an actual number of the cylinders output force in the contrast to the theoretical force that
is measured through the electrical pressure regulator. This feature was not included to the final
concept, because of the high price of the sensor, and it is not sure if such a great accuracy is
defensible in relation to a such high price.
The controlling system that is going to be used in the package tester is a PLC system, but
which kind of PLC that should be chosen and if a microcomputer is required for controlling
has not been specified yet. Controlling was not the main focus of the project and that is why it
was left for further work.
The valves can in the future be changed to a smaller dimension, if it is proven that the
machine does not require the current specified flows. That is why the current valves have
been over dimensioned on HRI Tekniks request.
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6 CRITICAL REVIEW
6.1 Environmental and sustainable aspects
Environmental aspect in this project is related to the material selection and which in this case
is aluminium, because great amount of the machine parts is made of aluminium. To extract
aluminium from its most common ore bauxite takes much energy, but aluminium is great from
recycling point of view. It requires less energy and its faster to process than for example steel.
It is also great in strength related to its weight.
Considering the fact that package tester will be used in the company every day for a couple of
years, makes the usage of energy of the machine much greater than an amount of energy put
into the manufacture of the machine.

6.2 Economic aspects
Economic aspects in this project was aimed at manufacture of the machine. It was important
to get a new concept as cheap as possible to make more profit while selling. Considering the
fact that many improvements have been made, the price of the new package tester was not
affected as much as it was planned in the beginning. That is why a selling cost should be
increased slightly, to get greater profit for the new features that is applied to the new concept.

6.3 Literature
The methods and methodology that have been used in this project are linked to product
development (Ullman 2010) and (Ulrich & Eppinger 2012). However, methodology and some
methods were modified to fit to the ongoing project.
Other references that were used to gather information for this project were data sheets and
other information collected from component suppliers and vendors. The theoretical literature
came from books and articles, which were gathered from Malmö City library and at university
database.

6.4 Machine safety
To make sure that the concept will be as safe as possible for users, the machine directive was
studied. Machine safety has been considered throughout all of the product development
process, to make sure the highest possible safety is achieved. Some of the features that
contributes to higher machine safety are: openings (manual slide, magnet switches),
directional valves (single-solenoid valves), preparation before usage (wheels can be locked).

6.5 Measuring reliability
The measures that has been taken to get a better measuring accuracy are: changing manual
regulator and manometer to the electrical pressure regulator. By this change, the machine got
a greater ability for the pressure to be set in the higher resolution of increments on the
measuring scale. Another measure that has been done is making the machine equally stiff.
Parts of the old machine, especially parts that are holding pneumatic cylinder were very stiff
compared to the other parts such as rails that were directly fastened to the ground plate. That
type of construction was unnecessary, because no structure is stiffer than its weakest part.
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The rectangular shape of the pressing plate and the testing plate and the new placement of the
packages, where all the packages have an equal distance to the central axis of pneumatic
cylinder, will result more equal distributed pressure over the packages.
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Appendix
Appendix A Package dimensions

Figure A1. Package dimensions for 200ml (EAA 200)

Figure A2. Package dimensions for 250ml (EAA 250)
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Figure A1. Package dimensions for 500ml (EAA 500)

Figure A2. Package dimensions for 750ml (EAA 750)
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Figure A3. Package dimensions for 1000ml (EAA 1000)
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Appendix B Gannt- Schedule
Tabell B1. Gantt-Schedule of the project for redesign of package tester

Gantt-schedule

Week
Project planning
Product
definition
Concept
generation
Concept
evaluation
Product
generation
Prototyping
Product
evaluation
Final
documentation

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19

20

Time:
800 h
ca 20 h/week per
student
17
Weeks:
weeks
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Appendix C QFD

Total: 2272

Figure C1. QFD matrix with all requirements and specifications for the project
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Appendix D Generation

Place package tester

Connect cable

Package tester EPTU -3

Prepare package tester

Grab cable

Calibrate

Open door

Set the plate

Set pressure

Supply with air pressure

Press on

Convert potential energy
to kinetic energy

Place test packages

Close door

Package break
Start package tester

Cylinder press down
Package hold
Remove packages

Stop package tester

Press off

Open door

Open drain hole
Clean package tester
Clean the walls

Figure D1. Reverse engineering of existing product
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Floor 50

Table 40
Place package tester 0.1
Hang up 10

Place inside filling machine

Electricity 60

Battery 30

Gas

Solar

Combustion 10
Apply energy 0.4
Steam

Nuclear

Wind power
Prepare package tester 1
Chemical

Potential energy

Automatic 60
Calibrate 0.4
Manual 40

Glide in 20

Place test packages 0.1

Place in by hand 80

Robotic arm
Set the plate 0.1
No plate

Chamber

Pivot 20

Package tester EPTU -3

Smaller plates 60
Buld in plate 0.1
Slide 15
Bigger plates 40
Open door 0.1
No door 65

Roll up

Accordion

Hydraulic

Outward pressure

Start package tester 1

Press on 1

Convert potential energy to
kinetic energy 1

Cylinder press down 1

Electro-mechanical 40

Electro-pneumatic 40

Potentia 10l

Glide out 20

Remove packages 0.3

Robotic arm

Pick up by hand 80

Stop package tester 1

Press off 1

Open door 1

Remove walls 40

Drain hole with round
shapes 10

Clean package tester 0.7

Non stick surface 5

Cover plates 40

Inside shower 5

Figure D2. Function analysis of the product
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Table D1. The calculations of morphological matrix

Underfunction
Prepare package
tester

SubPoints Subfunction Points subfunction Points
Place
package
1 tester
0,1

Apply
energy

0,4

Calibrate

0.4

Open door

0.1

Set the plate
Place test
packages

Start package
tester

Convert
potential
energy to
kinetic
1 energy

Stop package
tester

1

Open door

Cylinder
1 press down

Remove
1 packages
Clean
package
tester

100 points
distributed

Sum

Floor
Table
Hang up

40
50
10

4
5
1

Electricity
Battery
Combustion
Automatic
Manual
Pivot
Slide
No door
0.1 Smaller plates
Bigger plates

60
30
10
60
40
50
35
15
40
60

24
12
4
24
16
5
3,5
1,5
4
6

Glide in
Place in by hand

20
80

2
8

1 Electro-mechanical
Electro pneumatic
Potential

40
50
10

40
50
10

Glide out
Pick up by hand

20
80

6
24

40
10
5
40
5

28
7
3.5
28
3.5

0.1

0.3

0.7 Remove walls
Drain hole with round shape
Non-sticky surface
Cover plates
Inside shower

Functions is
given 1 point
and have been
distributed in
the
subfunctions.

100 points are distributed in the
generated "functions"

Weighting and calculations for removing more functions, in order to remove more variants of
solutions, is shown. Red rows are eliminated due to having points 40 and below.
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Appendix E Generated concepts

Figure E1. Concept A of the package tester

Figure E2. Concept B of the package tester
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Figure E3. Concept C of the package tester
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Appendix F Evaluation

Table F2. Pugh’s decision matrix
Concept

Place
package
tester

Apply
energy

Ranked concepts of solutions, with highest sum.
Set
Place
Open the
test
Cylinder
Calibrate door plates packages press down

Remove
test
packages

1

Table

Electricity Automatic Pivot

Bigger
plates

Place in
by hand

Electropneumatic

Pick up
by hand

2

Table

Electricity Automatic Slide

Bigger
plates

Place in
by hand

Electropneumatic

Pick up
by hand

3

Table

Electricity Automatic Pivot

Bigger
plates

Place in
by hand

Electropneumatic

Pick up
by hand

4

Table

Electricity Automatic Slide

Bigger
plates

Place in
by hand

Electropneumatic

Pick up
by hand

Clean
Number Solving
package
of
main
Meet the
Realizable
tester
cylinders problem requirements
in time Uncertainty/risk
Remove
walls and
cover
1
plates
+
+
+
+
Remove
walls and
cover
1
plates
+
+
+
+
Remove
walls and
cover
2
plates
+
0
Remove
walls and
cover
2
plates
+
0
-

The table shows the Pugh’s decision matrix for the variants of solutions for the functionality.
The variants of solutions with the most “+” is the winning functions, which is the green rows
in this case.
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Appendix G Material selection
Two material maps are presented down below, that was not used in this project and are left for
future work.

Figure G1. Material choice of metal, Tensile strength vs. price

Figure G2. Material choice of metal, Young’s modulus vs. price
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Appendix H DFR

Table H1. Failure modes and effects analysis of the package tester

FMEA (Failure modes and effects analysis)
Product: Testing machine
# Function
affected

Potential
failure
modes

Potential
failure effects

Potential
causes of
failure

Recommended
actions

1 Cylinder
stops
pressing
with right
pressure

Internal
leakage

The pressure
meter shows
wrong value

Gasket in
the cylinder
take
damage or
deteriorates

External
leakage in
hoses and
valves

Do not
perceive a
pressure drop

Hole in
hoses or
valve is
damaged

No
electricity
transferred
to the
machine
Positioning
sensor
failure

Testing
machine
stops working

Electronic
failure

Test pressing
force of the
cylinder,
change or
repair cylinder
if needed
Check and
change or
repair the
hoses and
valves
Repair or
replace the
components

Pressing plate
hits the
testing plate

Overload of
the
electronics

2 Electric
power to
the machine

3 Pressing
plate
damaged

4 Deformation Excessive
of the
external
sliding door force
applied

Repair or
change the
positioning
sensor

Measurement Wrong
Change or
reliability
usage of the repair sliding
becomes
operator
rails
effected
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Appendix I FEM analysis

Figure I1. FEM analysis (displacement) of the new package tester’s carrying structure (without the side-support)

Figure I2. FEM analysis (displacement) of the old carrying structure
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Figure I3. Topological optimization of the new package tester
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Appendix J Final concept

52
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Appendix K Bill of material

ITEM
NO.

Part NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

1

9072

Press plate up

2

9046

Press plate assy.

3

9023

4

9042

5

4062

Groundplate

6

9022

Item profile number
6 , L=402

7

3075

PC Plate, t=4

Item profile number
6 , L=625
Item profile number
6 , L=625

Pneumatic cylinder,
Stroke=60
mm, cylinder d=100,
cylinder
piston d=25

Article number

Material

Supplier

QTY.

AL 6060

Netmilling

1
1

0.0.439.47

Al 6060

Aluflex

7

0.0.439.43

AL 6060

Aluflex

2

EN 1.4307

Netmilling

1

AL 6060

Aluflex

4

Polycarbonate

Plastmekano

1

Aventics

1

Al 6060

Netmilling

1

PA-GF

Aluflex

4

EN 1.4307

Netmilling

2

Blue-galvanised
steel

Aluflex

2

EN 1.4307

Netmilling

1

EN 1.4307

Netmilling

1

EN 1.4307

Netmilling

1

EN 1.4307

Netmilling

4

R422100970

Aventics

1

R414002004

Aventics

1

R412010569

Aventics

2

Aluflex

1

0.0.439.45

8

r422001350

R422001350

9

2008717cd_EAA1000

10

0.0.419.22

11

9010

12

LTR7118600_600Aluflex

13

9033

14

9089

15

9086

16

9039

17

r422100970

18

r414002004

19

r412010569

20

9056

Backdoor Assy.

21

9091

PC Plate, t=4

Polycarbonate

Plastmekano

4

22

9092

PC Plate, t=4

Polycarbonate

Plastmekano

2

23

9093

EN 1.4307

Netmilling

1

24

9073

Al 6060

Netmilling

2

Template
Item profile 6 30X30
Cap
Mounting Plate ,
pneumatic
cylinder
Lighth telescopic
rai,l 100%
extension

0.0.419.22

LTR7118600/600

Schiming plate
Mounting plate ,
Electric
central, t=10
Mounting plate,
Pneumatic
components , t=3
Distance
Directional valve,
single solenoid
5/2
E/P Pressure
regulator; ED05
Check-choke
valve, CC04

Bracket, Magnetic
Safety Switch
Support press plate
2
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25

9025

26

r412010144

27

9977

28

9075

29

9043

30

6036

Support press plate
1
Positioning sensor,
SM6
Item Profile number
6, L=310
Item profile number
6 , L=625
Angled Profile
625x60x30x3
Teflon Profile
625x24x10

31

MAS0302515R5

Electric Central

32

9034

33

9038

34

0.0.419.23

35

BNS260

36

BPS 260-2

37

r480326728

38

0.0.488.98

39

0.0.603.26

Castor D100 fixed

40

0.0.602.40

Castor D100 swivel
with doublebrake

Item profile number
6 , L=685
Item profile number
6 , L=282,5
Item profile 6 60X30
Cap
Magnetic Safety
Switch
Actuator
Maintenance unit,
AS2-ACCG014
Hinge 6 Al PP0, light
duty

Al 6060
R412010144

Netmilling

2

Aventics

1

0.0.439.47

AL 6060

Aluflex

2

0.0.439.47

AL 6060

Aluflex

1

0.0.609.63

Al 6060

Aluflex

2

Teflon

Industriplast
AB

2

MAS0302515R5

RAL 7035
structured
powder
coating

Eldon

1

0.0.439.47

Al 6060

Aluflex

2

0.0.439.47

Al 6060

Aluflex

2

0.0.419.23

PA-GF

Aluflex

4

RS
Components
RS
Components

617-5223
617-5380
R480326728

2
2

Aventics

1

Aluflex

2

0.0.603.26

Aluflex

2

0.0.602.40

Aluflex

2

0.0.488.98
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Al 6060

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

H

H

6

31

7

15

11

A

G

G

22

38
850

20
F

F

39

40

21

A
712

E

14 22

10

2

34

32

801

E

5

D

D

33

37

16

3

8
4

17

C

C

9

18

23
12
24

B

B
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